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PUBLIC QUESTIONS TO CABINET – 18 January 2018 
 

Question 1 
 
Mr E Morfett, Breinton 
 
To: cabinet member – infrastructure 
 
The majority of the public supporters are expecting a solution to city congestion. Where can I 
find the Consultant’s report on the Hereford bypass, with detailed real-time traffic analysis 
that shows how much the traffic flows in the City are expected to improve, based on the 
current modelling to 2032? (I found one which suggests travel time across the city will 
increase by 8%). 
 
Response 
Surveys were carried out in 2016 and 2017; this data will be published shortly. The council’s 
consultants will then progress the modelling of the transport movements in and around 
Hereford to assess the transport effects and benefits of the proposed scheme. When 
completed, this work will form part of the business case for the project and further consultation 
at preferred route stage, which is currently programmed for Autumn 2018. 
 
Supplemental question 
How can the public trust this council with respect to the environment and the population’s best 
interests when the very same council has for years ignored the threat to human health and 
wildlife from the toxic waste that was dumped in its own back yard? I’m referring to the toxic 
waste that leaks from Sutton Walls waste dump which according to the Environment Agency 
contains toxic materials and carcinogens this liquid was not contained by any recognised 
impermeable barriers but left to leach through the gravels and into the ground water of the 
Lugg valley and down into the river wye from 1971 until the present day. No clean-up was 
attempted and no reports were issued to warn the public despite the collapse in the salmon 
migrations that followed and in fact not one mention of it was made in the technical reports 
discussing the environmental impact of the road building on the eastern corridor. How can we 
trust a council that failed to address this very real threat to wildlife and our population’s health? 
 
Response 
Leader: This supplementary question was not strictly related to the original question but I will 
see if the cabinet member wishes to make a response. 
 
Cabinet member for health and wellbeing: Bearing in mind 1971 I believe it was probably 
another council rather than Herefordshire. This is the first I know about it. This is news to me 
and as the leader has just inclined I will make a written response.   
 
 
Question 2 
 
Mr N Thompson, Hereford 
 
To: cabinet member – infrastructure 
 
Has the council carried out a comprehensive costing exercise, at current prices, for each of 
the prospective routes for the bypass, without which it will not be possible to make a valid 
comparison between the routes? 
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Response 
Cost estimates for all of the route corridors are set out in appendix 2 of today’s cabinet report. 
These will be further developed as work progresses. 
 
 
Question 3 
 
Mr J Shepherd, Hereford 
 
To: cabinet member – contracts and assets 
 
As the Council has stated that the new SEN will only require half of the old Broadlands site 
and they have also stated that the remaining site could be used for further educational 
facilities, will the Council not offer some of this space to the outstanding nursery already on 
site on favourable terms to allow them to remain in the area? 
 
Response 
We are working with Bright Sparks to identify and to enable them to continue to provide their 
valuable service to pre-school children and their families in the area. 
 
Any decision on the future use of the remaining old Broadlands site will have regard both to 
the council’s need to be accountable for how it uses the resources under its stewardship, 
and to our corporate property strategy which sets out how we will use our property assets to 
deliver our priorities.  
 
 
Question 4 
 
Mr J Trimble, Hereford 
 
To: cabinet member – infrastructure 
 
5 of the shortlisted 7 possible bypass routes (Eastern Wye Viaduct Crossing) will cross 
directly through the site of Hereford Community Farm – the resulting closure of this facility 
would affect 64 weekly attendees with disabilities and their families, and loss of 20 
employees. What guarantee does this cabinet give under its Equality Duty that impact on 
people will be measured and included as part of the ‘detailed consultation process’? 
 
Response 
This process of determining a preferred route for the bypass from the shortlist presented in 
today’s report will include further assessment of impacts of each of the shortlisted routes and 
consultation feedback. I would encourage you to provide a detailed response to the upcoming 
consultation and I can assure you this will be considered as further assessment work 
progresses to select a preferred route for the bypass. The decision to select a preferred route 
will be informed by an equality impact assessment. 
 
Supplemental question 
The report on the recs for the proposed shortlist of possible bypass routes (section 5.1.8) 
states that the future work will identify the merits and challenges of each route corridor in more 
detail, seeking ways to maximise the benefits and mitigate any adverse impact. Who will be 
carrying out this future work, who will they be accountable to and is this cabinet prepared to 
guarantee that it will be a fully inclusive and transparent process in its entirety i.e. that it will 
include the 64 people, their families, staff and schools who attend Hereford Community Farm 
and not clearly weighted in its interpretation in favour of delivering the cabinet’s preferred 
outcome?  
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Response 
We will certainly take note of the consultation responses that are put in and I urge you to 
please put in your full reasons for what you are asking here so that we can take on board 
exactly what you are saying. I would like you personally if you can to come and have a 
conversation with me about it so we understand better what it is you are asking of us. We will 
absolutely be transparent in what we do and the cabinet and the council will take responsibility 
for making the decision but our consultants and the council officers will together, including us, 
come to a conclusion as a result of all of the input from the consultation. It is most important 
to you and your concerns about the Hereford Community Farm that you ensure that we are 
aware of the impact that will happen to you and your facility if we were to choose one route as 
against another. Please be aware that we do intend choosing a route and it is up to you at the 
consultation to make sure that we are aware of your concerns. So please come and have a 
conversation with us and I will make sure that that is held with officers present so they 
understand your concern.  
 
 
 
Question 5 
 
Ms J Milsom, Hereford 
 
To: cabinet member – infrastructure 
 
5 shortlisted possible bypass routes (Eastern Wye Viaduct Crossing) bisect Hereford 
Community Farm site, Warham, leading to loss of this crucial facility supporting disabled 
people. NPPF Core Planning Principles (17) states plan-making and decision-taking should 
‘take account of and support local strategies to improve health, social and cultural wellbeing 
for all’. How will the cabinet guard against the loss of this valued service? 
 
Response 
I refer you to the response to the question above and hopefully that in that consultation we 
will deal with your concerns. 
 
Supplemental question 
Hereford Community Farm currently provides the equivalent of 6,885 days per year of social 
care placements for children, young people and adults living with disability, long term health 
conditions and mental health issues crucially filling the gap left by closure of other services 
due to funding cuts and provided at no operational cost to the local authority. In its 
assessment of mitigating any adverse impact and especially in light of the proposed 4.9% 
increase in council tax already announced to meet the rising cost of adult social care, will 
this cabinet guarantee that the social and financial cost of loss of this service will be fully 
measured and documented in its consultation report? 
 
Response 
The answer is yes, it follows on to the previous question and supplementary question from 
Mr Trimble. First of all we would try to mitigate any loss of the service and we need to have 
more detail and I open it to you as well if you are involved in this project to be part of that 
feedback with the Assistant Director, officers and myself so that we can understand exactly 
what you are trying to do and how we can mitigate any impact as a result of a route being 
chosen. Hopefully we can all get together on this and deal with this in a proper transparent 
fashion.  
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Question 6 
 
Ms D Toynbee, Hereford 
 
To: cabinet member – infrastructure 
 
The HTP consultation report suggests greater public support for Park & Ride and improving 
bus services than for a bypass (Fig 5.5, page 46). Will the next stage of consultation explore 
this in more depth, and provide estimates of the cost and timing of Park & Ride vs costs of 
the bypass, so that taxpayers can compare the relative value for money? 
 
Response 
It’s not a case of either/or. Extensive analysis and studies undertaken identify that a bypass 
together with other improvements in the city centre are required to meet the objectives of the 
project. Park & Ride in place of a bypass would not. The upcoming consultation will enable us 
to gather views on the emerging proposals and will shape the kind of measures that could be 
delivered with the bypass which could include park & ride, if appropriate. 
 
 
 
Question 7 
 
Dr N Geeson, Hereford 
 
To: cabinet member – infrastructure 
 
Is Herefordshire Council aware that all the chosen bypass routes would destroy the iconic 
landscape of the River Wye at Warham depicted by the internationally-renowned artist Brian 
Hatton? At particular risk are the London Plane and a Turkey Oak in a painting titled “The 
Lawns” from 1908, but there are also paintings of a number of adjacent meadow and river 
scenes that have not changed in over 100 years. 
 
Response 
Appendix 2 of today’s cabinet report contains a detailed report - corridor assessment 
framework. This sets out how a long list of routes has been assessed across a range of criteria 
to develop a short list of routes. This includes impact on the River Wye and Warham amongst 
others.  The results of this will form part of this consultation. Consultation feedback and further 
detailed assessment work will be undertaken following the consultation to determine a 
preferred route for the bypass. 
 
Supplemental question 
In Breinton’s neighbourhood plan, policy B9, green bank meadow at Warham which is the site 
of the Hatton trees referred to earlier was designated as local green space. This meadow is 
the Queen Elizabeth II field managed by the Herefordshire Wildlife Trust. Drovers Wood and 
Green Lane in the path of the black and grey routes are also designated local green space. 
Does Herefordshire Council believe that its choice of bypass routes should trump policies in 
neighbourhood plans? 
 
Response 
You have to put this in the context that the wider acceptance of a bypass for Hereford, if there 
was no other way of getting that bypass route selected through an area of landscape I would 
suspect that many people would say so we must be able to progress for the projects that we 
are having to deliver. If the neighbourhood plan for Breinton has a very good policy that says 
we must look at the options available to us we will certainly look at those options. I am not 
familiar exactly with policy B9 in the neighbourhood plan for Breinton but we will look at it and 
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I will ask the officers in due course to make sure that that is part of the consultation going 
ahead as to whether or not it has a major impact on route choice. Thank you for bringing this 
to our attention and we will make sure that we look at neighbourhood plan B9 for Breinton to 
see whether or not we can mitigate route choice from that. 
 
 
 
Question 8 
 
Mrs L Moss, Hereford 
 
To: cabinet member – contracts and assets 
 
Could you explain what is the risk to the council in respect of Bright Sparks tenancy? Please 
note that we are an educational establishment and have been on site for over 40 years, and 
are happy to provide training for all ages, and care and education for children of employees 
of the proposed new school. 
 
Response 
The risk referred to relates to delivery of the special school project rather than a risk to the 
council itself; until the future accommodation of Bright Sparks nursery is resolved that risk 
remains. I’m sorry that the description of the risk is unclear. 
 
 
 
Question 9 
 
Mrs C Palgrave, How Caple 
 
To: cabinet member – infrastructure 
 
The Bypass consultation report gives cost estimates of £129m to £146m, presumably for a 
single carriageway road. How much more for a dual carriageway, and how will Council fund 
the highly likely overruns on these estimates? Norfolk Council for example is paying £28m 
more for the Norwich Distributor Road on an agreed budget of £179m, with lead councillor 
Martin Wilby commenting, “on a project this big, unexpected costs are inevitable”. 
 
Response 
The cost estimates for the shortlist of routes are set out in the Corridor Assessment report in 
appendix 2 of today’s cabinet report in order to provide a basis for comparison. These will be 
further developed as work progresses and the standard of the carriageway throughout the 
various route options is specified. I cannot comment on the Norfolk scheme the questioner 
refers to but would emphasise that in any large project cost estimates will invariably change 
as the project design develops to inform a decision on a deliverable and costed option. 
 
 
Question 10 
 
Mr P Hands, Lower Breinton 
 
To: cabinet member – infrastructure 
 
Cabinet Member for Infrastructure is with his colleagues seeking to build a large number of 
new homes which invariably will increase the number of cars journeys & pollution in the city. 
When was the last series of air pollution tests carried out on all major roads entering the city 
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centre and what has been done with traffic light flows to lessen pollution from stationary 
Vehicles? 
 
Response 
Monitoring of air pollution is undertaken monthly at about 15 locations across Hereford and 
hourly at a continuous monitoring station on Victoria Street. We publish on our website an air 
quality status report which considers all this monitoring data and assesses this against the 
national air quality objectives. This report also considers any major changes in the county 
that may have an impact on air quality and reviews the progress of measures to improve our 
air quality. An air quality management area is designated along the A49 corridor through the 
city, from the Belmont Road/Asda roundabout to the Holmer Road/Newtown Road 
roundabout. Relevant monitoring data is published on our website annually. 
 
Traffic lights within the city centre are controlled by a computerised management system 
which seeks to smooth traffic flows to minimise congestion. The city centre is at times a 
severely congested network and the Hereford Transport Package, including a bypass, is a 
key part of the council’s strategy to improve traffic flows and air quality. 
 
Supplemental question 
Councillor Price at the last cabinet meeting you stated you would fight for the western 
bypass relief road, and I would add link road, whilst you still have breath in your body. Did 
you watch the recent programme on BBC2 ‘fighting for air’ where it was stated 40,000 
premature deaths are caused by air pollution, increases to heart attacks and asthma attacks 
due to air pollution and more importantly the effect on children’s arteries and lung function? 
With the impact on people’s health, in particular children Councillor Price, you appear to put 
your ego, impartiality and desire for the western relief link road above the health of Hereford 
residents and in particularly more importantly the children and grandchildren of people living 
in Hereford. Is your conscience clear? As the buck stops with you as you are the cabinet 
member for the current infrastructure portfolio that children and even their children will not be 
impacted by your decision and stubbornness to pursue this relief link bypass.     
 
Response 
No I did not watch the BBC2 programme that you refer to. However I am fully aware of my 
stubbornness when I get into something and I appreciate your concerns but we are trying to 
progress this bypass to alleviate the air quality in central Hereford to address the issues that 
you are addressing. Furthermore, do you really believe that in 25 years’ time there will be 
anything but electric driven vehicles or some other modes of transport that will not include 
diesel engines, petrol engines that are spewing out all of the various P10s or whatever you 
want to call them in the future? My conscience is absolutely clear. The businesses of 
Hereford are demanding that we do something about another bridge across the river and 
that we deal with getting the heavy traffic out of the city centre. Every meeting that I have on 
infrastructure projects, including the Hereford Area Plan, reference time and time and time 
again from all quarters that if we do not have a bypass we cannot implement any of the 
traffic measures that we need for sustainable active and public transport in the city to 
alleviate exactly what we are trying to do. My conscience is absolutely clear and I will stand 
until I fall over that I believe that this bypass is designed to aid air quality and congestion and 
traffic flows whether it increases, decreases, whether it’s electric or diesel or petrol or any 
other form. I am not moving on this, I am absolutely committed to this and I am sorry I am so 
stubborn about it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/downloads/file/8254/air_quality_annual_status_report_asr_2016
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/downloads/file/8254/air_quality_annual_status_report_asr_2016
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Question 11 
 
Mr T Geeson, Hereford 
 
To: cabinet member – infrastructure 
 
Reference today's Hereford Transport Package report. Only one of the seven consultation 
questions included even mentions a bypass and this question deals solely with factors 
important when choosing a route. 612 people responded to this question - less than 42% of 
the total 1467 questionnaires completed.  Yet the report says 'there was broad support for 
the principle of a bypass' How does it justify this statement?   
 
Response 
The aim of the Phase 1 consultation was to increase awareness of the Hereford Transport 
Package proposals, planning and design process. Feedback received demonstrates that 
overall there is broad agreement (93%) amongst respondents that traffic conditions in 
Hereford need to be improved, demonstrating the importance of transport infrastructure 
improvements. Studies have established that the appropriate transport improvements to 
deliver our objectives are a bypass with a package of walking, cycling, public transport and 
public space improvements. Further consultation will allow people to provide feedback to 
confirm if this is supported 
 
Supplemental question 
Paragraph 34 of the Hereford Transport Package report in front of you refers to funding. The 
number of serious road accidents in Herefordshire has risen in the last two years. Already 
this January an accident at Bridge Sollars resulted in one seriously injured person being 
helicoptered to Birmingham and another at Dinmore Hill resulted in a death. How can the 
Cabinet justify using the severe weather reserve to fund further consultations and 
consultants in the light of local accidents. 
 
Response 
I will give you a written answer on that. 
 
 
Question 12 
 
Mrs Wegg-Prosser, Breinton 
 
To: cabinet member – infrastructure 
 
Why were the relevant HAP Consultation responses reported on by WSP in August 2017 on 
travel plans (Q19), leisure use of the River Wye (Q33 and Q39), pollution (Q40) and climate 
change (Q41) excluded from the Appendix 1 Consultation Report and not taken into account 
in Appendix 2 which details in a partial and highly selective manner the preferred seven 
route options? 
 
Response 
The consultation report included in Appendix 1 of today’s cabinet report summarises the 
responses to the Hereford Transport Package questions of the phase 1 consultation 
questionnaire. Responses to the Hereford Area Plan questions are available on the council’s 
website, and will inform the further development of the Hereford Area Plan. The assessment 
which has informed a shortlist of routes set out in the report in appendix 2 has been done in 
accordance with government guidance. Further consultation will allow people to provide 
feedback to this shortlist which will inform further assessment to determine a preferred route 
for the bypass. 
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Question 13 
 
Mr B Wallace, Breinton 
 
To: cabinet member – contracts and assets 
 
What financial and/or contractual impact will the liquidation of Carillion have on 
Herefordshire Council as one of its contractors Balfour Beatty who will have an exposure of 
£45M as a result of being in joint ventures with Carillion? 
 
Response 
I do not anticipate any implications for this contract and the council has received assurances 
to that effect. 
 
Herefordshire’s contract for public realm services is with Balfour Beatty Living Places. The 
Balfour Beatty group has stated that exposure is limited to joint ventures with Carillion on 
three projects: these are the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, the A14 in 
Cambridgeshire and the M60 Junction 8 to M62 Junction 20 schemes. Whilst there may be 
some sub-contractors in the supply chain working to Balfour Beatty Living Places which may 
also have supplied Carillion, the risk associated with this indirect impact is considered to be 
low we continue to monitor the situation. It is reassuring to note that share prices for Balfour 
Beatty remain stable, a usually good indicator of the market confidence in them. 
 
Assurance can be given that, should this circumstance change, the payment requirements 
set by our contract, that subcontractors be paid within 20 days of them having presented a 
valid invoice, should limit our supply chain’s exposure to such financial risks in so far as they 
relate to our contract. 
 
Supplemental question 
As a result of the mismanagement of contracts by government and local authorities, is 
Herefordshire going to take the lead by appointing a council officer of the right calibre and 
experience to manage and control the western relief road, or in future if there is another 
option, to protect the residents of Herefordshire against a Carillion type disaster? 
 
Response 
I will provide a written response.  


